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**Introduction**

Correspondence and publications of a rural sociologist.

**Box List**

**Box 1**

- Articles
- Correspondence

**Box 2**

- Correspondence—foreign friends and workers
- Educations
- Joint Bulletin on Behavioral Science
- Miscellaneous publications and articles
- Personal papers & writings
- Programs

**Box 3**

- By-laws of the Missouri Public Health Association
- Committee on Rural Sociological Research, 1937
- Correspondence—general, 1938-1941
- Hired Farm Working Force, 1961
- Social Change—Taylor and Larson
- U.S. Forest Service in relation with Advisory Council

**Box 4**

- Advanced Rural Sociology
- Development of Rural Sociology
- Principle of Limited Circulation—materials
- Rate of Rural Youth Marrying and Leaving Home
- Rural Sociological Society
- Third Purnell Conference—minutes

**Box 5**

- *Conservation Education in American Colleges*
- Correspondence—Country Life meeting, 1957
- Correspondence—Forest Service, 1945
- Lecture notes—bound
- Miscellaneous publications
- Personal files
- Prof. Committee on Rural Health—Regional
- Questionnaires
Box 6
Correspondence—professional, 1961-1965
Personal history materials
Graphs
Migration
Miscellaneous publications and articles

Box 7
Miscellaneous publications and articles

Box 8
Culture Lag
Miscellaneous publications and articles—some in manuscript form
Sociocultural Trends
Speech—How Can Nursing Service Be Improved?
Subcommittee on Education and Training of Deficient Children

Box 9
Lectures—index cards

Box 10
Conservation Study
   Bibliography and miscellaneous notes
   Conservation Education Association
   Conservation Foundation Library
   Correspondence
   Institutional Reviews
   Letters received with schedule
   Personnel
   Plan of Survey
   Purchases
   Social Security and Taxes
Emeritus Group
Lecture notes—index cards
Miscellaneous publications
Personal writings

Box 11
Administration
Administrative appointments, etcetera
Advisory Council on Board of Human relations—membership
California—northern
California—southern
Conference—Washington, D.C., 1943-1945
Council personnel
Liaison
Oregon
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Pacific Coast—Conferences
Pacific Coast—Councils
Pacific Coast—general correspondence
Published material
Supporting societies
U.S. Forest Service—general
U.S. Forest Service—travel
Washington, state of

Box 12
Conferences, 1940-1942

Box 13
American Sociological Society—Executive Committee
Cleveland meeting, March 1946
Conservation Education—manuscript
Conservation manuscript—final revision
Correspondence—Lively as RSS president
*Journal of Rural Sociology*, 1940-1943
Programs and reports, 1937-1940
Programs, 1942
Rural Sociological Society (RSS), 1936-1940
Rural Sociological Society (RSS)—general correspondence, 1942
St. Louis meeting, 1943

Box 14
American Association for the Advancement of Science—meeting, 1946
Annual Sociological Society Journal—correspondence
ASS
Chapter 5—final draft
Conference on Human Relations in Forestry, 1943
Correspondence, 1945-1948
Correspondence, 1962-1965
Department Publications—letters and reviews
Departmental history
General
Midwest Sociological Society (MSS)—meeting, 1939
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous publications
News notices
Newspaper clippings
Papers—education
Personal history
Sharecroppers in southeast Missouri
Box 15

Addresses
Administration
Book reviews
Clippings—miscellaneous excerpts
Correspondence—general, 1942-1943
Galpin album—original correspondence
Galpiniana
LePlaye, L.—Translation of La Reforme Sociale
Liaison
Lionberger, Herbert F.
Lively, Charles
Miscellaneous notes
Miscellaneous papers
Miscellaneous publications
News items
Outlines
Papers and radio talks
Rural Sociology, newsletter, 1950-1953
Sociology in the Science of Agriculture and Rural Life
U.S. Soil Conservation Service
Washington, D.C.—conference, 1939

Box 16

Bibliography of writings
Correspondence with Farm Bureau officials
Correspondence, 1938-1945
Correspondence—Lowry Nelson, 1946
Correspondence—Winterton C. Curtis
Duplicate list of bulletins store in room 319
Freedom
Magazine clippings and reprints
Miscellaneous articles and publications
Miscellaneous papers
Notes and clippings
Notes, pictures, and short papers
Papers of comments
Personal writings
Public opinion
Radio
Survival

Box 17

Miscellaneous papers and publications—Council on Human Relations
Correspondence—general, 1939-1941
Recommendation of Council—summarized, August 1941
Lecture notes—3x5 notecards

Box 18
Lecture notes—3x5 notecards

Box 19
Index cards—notes for lectures or articles
Lecture notes—4x6 notecards
Mailing list for Church research project
Mailing list for Church research project—index cards
Mailing list for Dept. publications